SASIG is a networking forum for CISOs, CIOs, CTOs and their teams. It focuses on the softer cybersecurity issues and looks to improve trust in the online environment, together with their 5,000+ membership that represents all sectors, public and private. SASIG provides a daily showcase of presentations, panel sessions and discussions with leaders from the cybersecurity industry, discussing all manner of subjects relevant to these times. There’s plenty of advice on good security awareness and the need for a strong security culture. More details of their events can be found [HERE](#), their programme for next week:

**Does awareness training increase human cyber risk?** Monday 7 February 11am Training people is easy - but it’s often ineffective. In some cases, security awareness training can increase human cyber risk. Join us as we discuss this paradox, as well as how events, interventions, and behaviours can be measured and influenced. Because it’s not what you know, it’s what you do. [REGISTER HERE](#)

**The Chief’s Brief with Simon Hepburn, CEO, The UK Cyber Security Council** Wednesday 9 February 11am Following our Skills Festival partnership announcement, we’re delighted that the UK Cyber Security Council’s CEO is joining us for a Chief’s Brief. As well as being the UK cybersecurity profession’s regulatory body’s first CEO, Simon has previously founded charities and held various director and board member roles. Join us to hear more about his esteemed career and his vision for the Council’s future. [REGISTER HERE](#)

**6th Financial Services SASIG Workshop** Thursday 10 February 9am-2pm Join us virtually for our annual Financial Services SASIG Workshop. Our prestigious speakers have generously offered their time, wisdom and experience to treat us to a whole array of fascinating topics, including a security intelligence masterclass, a look at recent and upcoming developments in cybersecurity standards and regulations relating to payments and finance, how the Bank of England educates staff on new cyber threats, a data-centric approach to cyber resilience and CBEST, and how to use psychology to increase organisational resilience. [REGISTER HERE](#)

**Forrester Study - Human layer security for emails** Friday 11 February 11am Join this session about the findings from Take Control Of Email Security With Human Layer Security Protection, a commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Tessian and learn how organisations that deploy Human Layer Security technology feel more prepared to face email security threats and data loss incidents. [REGISTER HERE](#)

**Zero trust: All marketing and no trousers?** Monday 14 February 11am Is zero trust all marketing and no trousers? Join a former zero trust cynic as he discusses where zero trust came from, where it is now, and what recent changes mean for CISOs. He will also look at how zero trust environments and models can help our organisations even without a set final destination. [REGISTER HERE](#)
Cyber Scotland Week 2022 - Learning for life online Wednesday 16 February 11am Join us as we delve into the exciting events taking place virtually and in person across Scotland for Cyber Scotland Week 2022. The theme of learning for life online will engage both cyber and non-cyber communities and show that everyone can learn how to be more cyber resilient and aware. REGISTER HERE

How to hack your friend’s PayPal Friday 18 February 11am It’s surprisingly easy to steal money via PayPal. When banking security is so robust, threat actors could use PayPal to bypass measures and steal up to £10,000 from your bank account. Learn how Jake proved just how easy this is, and more importantly, how to protect your own account (and cash). REGISTER HERE

A pragmatic approach to metrics for improving cyber defence functions Monday 21 February 11am Security metrics plans are often driven by compliance or operational requirements rather than for better understanding the true status of a security program. Join us as we highlight the importance of properly designed metrics and help you rethink the way you define, collect and report on security metrics. REGISTER HERE

Cybersecurity Skills Festival 3 Tuesday 22 February 9am-5pm SASIG’s Cybersecurity Skills Festival is a biannual series where we discuss skills in cyber and connect those looking for work directly with those looking to hire. The conference agenda is already packed with helpful content and the jobs fair will be on a scale never seen in our industry with backing from public and private sector alike. We look forward to welcoming both existing and future cybersecurity professionals through our virtual doors. REGISTER HERE

You can earn 2 formal CPD points for every hour learning at a SASIG webinar.